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Criticism always refers to the work and not the person. Using words like “It feels as if 

your story…” instead of “you left me so confused by the end of the scene.” Focus on the script. 

 

Comments are  intended to  help the author revise. “Here are strengths, and here are some 

weaknesses in  the  script.” First identify mechanics, then if asked to collaborate with “maybe 

your character should…,” then go for it—but later on at a café. Collaborate only when requested. 

 

Criticism must be honest. But kindness is so… kind. Writers have gifted you with their 

stories, so using a tasty sandwich method is helpful. Start with a positive, immediate impression, 

layer on vegan technical aspects the writer can strengthen, then end with a gluten-free, general, 

or overall positive note regarding the theatrical experience. 

 

Writer listens attentively and silently… all the way to the end. Try not to make 

exasperated noises or huffs of disagreement. You will have your moment at the end to cleverly 

refute or ask for clarification.  

 

It is impossible to remember every comment while you sit patiently listening to people 

rake through your story. Take notes. However, not all comments are noteworthy. Write them 

down anyway, examine, then if after deep reflection those comments do not apply, give them 

away as holiday gifts. 

 

Do not infer more than what is meant. Keep hold of those emotions! Sift through the  

briars,  brambles, and presumed thrown fruit. Maybe your fellow writer really did mean that they 

did not perceive a central character and NOT that you have no purpose in life. 

 

 

 



 

 

Be kind to the writer taking notes and pace your remarks for notetaking. I’m happy to 

provide instruction in the ancient art of Gregg Shorthand. If comments get too harsh, just prepare 

your grocery list in shorthand and nod wisely. No one will know. 

 

Comments are intended to help the author revise. Use questions instead of “how about 

this” or “maybe your character can” or “I see this as a comedy instead of a tragedy.” Ouch.   

 

Here are some examples of questions that may be unclear to the audience and for the writer to 

note for later revision: 

How is your protagonist’s goal in direct conflict with the antagonist’s? 

Can you tell me the story’s MDQ in one sentence? 

What secret is your antagonist hiding from the other characters? 

How does your protagonist reveal an interesting character flaw? 

Why did your protagonist choose this particular day to step on stage? 

 

Some Aristotelian comments to use (plot, character, language, theme, melody, setting): 

The central character had a strong goal, but I was not clear if she reached that goal by the 

end of the story. 

Your setting was strong and believable, but it didn’t provide dramatic tension for me or 

seemed to incorporate into the story. 

Your story had such lovely melody running through with dialogue and stage sounds. 

I felt the protagonist was introduced late, and it wasn’t clear where the protag’s and 

antag’s opposing goals collided, setting off the main conflict in the story. 

Your choice of characters’ props really helped to provide insight into the characters with 

“showing” and not “telling.” 

I picked up on several themes in the story, but I couldn’t tell which was the predominant 

one. 

Enjoy the process! 


